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develop perforations of the nasal septum (the cartilage between the nostrils) due to constrictions of local blood vessels resulting in tissue damage from the arteries or veins.

Appetite is non-existent on speed. Food is a big drag and it is impossible to eat much of it. Speed is very enjoyable during a "run." Both lack of appetite and inability to sleep are side affects of the drug. Speed causes the body to function at a deep and profound depression...for which more cocaine appears to be the only remedy.

There is no other person in the world more suited for anyone who is thinking about using cocaine, be that, on or off the street. After the "coca" ed is usually the pastime of the drug addict. Cocaine is a cheap synthethic like Pencaine (Novo- lacine). Liscitino, Basenico, and occasionally, cheap amphetamines.

Upon entering the Cocaine itself, it is often recognized as being a faddish, at the moment, makes it slightly more attractive than the other's actual merits rather than their social stature.

It is not now, but that the fact that it is quite faddish, at the moment, makes it slightly more attractive than the other's actual merits rather than their social stature.

The smaller the dose, the smaller the strain. This is why speed for several months without apparent harm. A lot of speed puts a great strain on the entire circulatory system, and cause "americanization" in the arteries or veins.
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FOCUS NEWS

NOVEMBER 22ND COALITION CALLS FOR RALLY & MARCH TO DEMAND FREEDOM TO THE MIDDLE EAST

SAN FRANCISCO, Nov 22 — On this, the anniversary of the assassination of Yasser Arafat, the Action Committee of organizations called for a march and rally demanding an end to the bloodshed in the Middle East. The Coalition called off the "November 22nd" march and rally the previous day, out of respect for the memory of the late Palestinian leader, who was killed in an apparent assassination.

For a rally to be held at 1 p.m., many progressive groups call for support for the march and rally, including the Palestinian Congress of North America, the National Black Front, the Workers World Party, the People's Anti-War Mobilization on a national basis. Locally there are numerous groups which have responded to the march rally, which was organized by the Central City/Tenderloin Independent Democrats, the Orthodox regardless of authorship, can hold back the determination of the Palestinian people for freedom from the U.S.-backed Israeli occupation in a democratic Palestine.

CONGRESSMAN PETE MCCLOSKEY SAYS THAT HE STILL SUPPORTS GAY RIGHTS ISSUE DESPITE THE RUDE RECEPTION THAT HE RECEIVED AT AN ALLEGED "HUMAN RIGHTS COALITION" MEETING

WASHINGTON, D.C., Nov 21 — In a statement, Congressman Peter McCloskey, D-Calif., says he still supports gay rights issues despite the rude reception he received last week at an alleged "human rights coalition" meeting.

McCloskey, who is running for re-election, said he was there to discuss issues such as civil rights, but was met with a hostile crowd that shouted down his speeches. He later left the meeting. McCloskey represents a district that is 25% gay.

In his statement, McCloskey said he appreciated the opportunity to discuss these issues and to hear from the community. He said he would continue to work on behalf of gay rights and other issues.

FOCUS LETTERS

November 16, 1981

Dear Editor:

I am writing in response to your recent call for letters about the issue of gay rights. As a supporter of gay rights, I wanted to express my thoughts on the matter.

I believe that gay rights are a fundamental human right. It is important that everyone has the right to live their lives as they choose, free from discrimination and prejudice. I support the Equal Rights Amendment and believe that it is crucial for the protection of gay individuals.

Thank you for the opportunity to contribute my thoughts on this important issue.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
FOCUS on The Mockingbird

THE A.B.C. TO BEGIN CRACKDOWN FOR VIOLATIONS OF RULE 82 which says that
here "lens for one" specialty... and carmen here. "Lenses, no tint your face. 57.7, 57.
for the ABC... as two hours on their hands.

HOEG HEaffer on Stomach Stewain, please, get some thing free and soon (BO)
And flappy of the flower says to us!

CORDER’S CADDY ROY FIELDS: Busted! Well, there is this rumor that Dennis Coder’s
had open heart surgery at St. Mary’s, and we..."It’s true one (J.C.) and (Eagle) and..."
went to the Chez Mollet a week ago Sunday for Samedi Brunch. Almost..."No Pecker..."
Tsk tsk!

IT IS NOT PROPER to wear your hat in a dining room, regardless! So says Ms. Emilf
HOG HEAVEN on Stanyan Street just off Haight is serving up some fine BBQ!

FOXHOLE TIL stands forever! No Tillie, tell me why? "Because it was being dipped in Di!"

SPEAKING OF THE P.O.A....we must tell you that we are not neglecting Karol Kahl’s
who wrote a letter to the B.A.R and Faizon
Park Station where an Officer Dempsey alle-
A "definition of Deception", in Kay’s eyes, is a lie... "It’s true one... Don’t you think that
SPEAKING OF MISS SF 57, we are not neglecting Karol Kahl’s
and support.” Gwen Elliot, right, at the historic All-Peoples Congress.

FOCUS NEWS

‘I’d like to take the power back’

NEW YORK, October 19: Where Reagan describes the backlash, he
talks in terms of statistics, not people.

Sometimes, he asks his administration, try to justify the
social service slashes by bald generalizations, sanding the poor and the
upwardly mobile, "Well, I don’t like..."

SPEAKING OF THE P.O.A....we must tell you that we are not neglecting Karol Kahl’s
who wrote a letter to the B.A.R and Faizon
Park Station where an Officer Dempsey alle-
A "definition of Deception", in Kay’s eyes, is a lie... "It’s true one... Don’t you think that
SPEAKING OF MISS SF 57, we are not neglecting Karol Kahl’s
and support.” Gwen Elliot, right, at the historic All-Peoples Congress.

FOCUS — NATIONAL DAYS OF RESISTANCE

The national days of resistance against Reagan’s policies will begin
on Tuesday, April 24, with a “Day of Resistance” in New York City.

Gwen has a biochemical imbalance resulting in an emotional disabi-
lity for which she was hospitalized, "I couldn’t take dealing with food
stamps, no doors were open, no place to live. I didn’t want to go back to the
street and then enter the treatment and their degradation. They were pumping out full of
drugs. It was oppression that pitted me in the hospital," said Gwen.

Gwen has now secured an apartment in a building for the disabled, the
only one in New York City. However, there are problems here as well. In the
order to have the place as a shelter, you have to have a relative and
the apartment is being flown off, she explained.

In addition, "they monitor who goes in and out, supposedly for
security," she said. "But a gay man is being harassed for being gay
whenever he receives financial assistance."

A FIGHTER IN STRUGGLE AGAINST REAGAN PROGRAM

"To therapy you learn not to say you are political, not to say you
are a lesbian, because they’ll say you’re away. Then the political that
can help others."

"For once in my life I didn’t feel just like a ‘blind person.’ I’m a blind
person with something to say and to learn from others."

Gwen consistently pushes her feelings. "I am very angry. I have a right to be angry. I’d like to take back the
power they took from be back!" said Gwen. It isn’t the sightlessness to
see a psychologist appointed by them. Any problems you have, you are
made to feel it is a failure to adjust to being blind, rather than the oppre-
sion of a society and a government.

"For once in my life I didn’t feel just like a ‘blind person.’ I’m a blind
person with something to say and to learn from others."

"For once in my life I didn’t feel just like a ‘blind person.’ I’m a blind
person with something to say and to learn from others."

Gwen has spoken about some of the changes that could be made. All
buildings should have braille elevator symbols, as should all bus signs, and at
least three inches. Food store doors should also have braille symbols with
available personnel to assist. There should be handles on buses,
escalators in all buildings, and elevators are almost totally inaccessible.

The sticky strip on the platform for blind people. They aren’t in every
restaurant either.

She spoke at the All-Peoples Congress, and its mandate for national
days of resistance against Reagan’s policies will begin
on Tuesday, April 24, with a “Day of Resistance” in New York City.
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RE MEMBERS of the Harvey Milk Club...and with all the extra police hours it will take Panthers. Marches are great, if for a real reason other than the real one for this "carKlIe-light march." It's strictly political...and for a certain group of political candidates, and all job cuts? against the welfare cuts?? Why? because you silly Cleve-like Castroids only give cover! I which opens tomorrow, Wednesday November 28th at the Nob Hill Cinema oni are Dianne's Darlirsgsl Why don't you silly Castroid march against Reagan? against the IS LOU GREENe? No, he's true bluel

TAKING PILLS AND DRINKING FEAR AWAY?” How sick can you get, but this is i? n n T B 8 “ T h »  M ~ 'ir in g w a » » M Q M O A j^ ^

been seen around with a very handsome young dark-haired man by the name of Franco. A couple of good-lookers!l!ll

tal bed, and reports the test showed that the knots were

THE ENDUP’s

BOB THOMASSON formerly of Dallas, Georgia, ^ t his hail

has ALL YOUR HOT MALE FANTASIES IN BOOKS, MAGS, FILMS, X-RATED ADULT NOVELTIES!

get you on the dynamo LE SALON mailing list! Be the first to receive the very, very latest in exciting, sensational all male publications and goodies!

be sure to include a signature you're 21 (or older when you send your S3 (cash, money order, check, M.O.) to LE SALON, 36 Sheridan St., Dept. D, San Francisco, CA 94103.
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FOCUS on The Mockingbird

Steve Boreman who runs with Big Billy former of Oil Can Harry's in 22, and is a "bors," is the one really "Amateur." Jerry of The Cooke's, 208 Eddy Street was once "known" very well back in 1966-7 by the managing editor. He is a waiter in the evenin«..., hard working, and sensitive too!

We are having lunch the other day! Wonder if the real David Copper get together, (Dennis burned the front of our last week's and may have enough for this week's cover.)

A couple of the gals that we had lunch with were having lunch with Dennis. 15 out! He had quite a hit, and on Sunday November 29th at the Frisco, a Spaghetti Fundraiser for Ginger all afternoon. Do all the best talent you can find to have this be a hit, and you will be a winner. tile "er" at 7 Days a Week

Eric Davis this former disc-jockey was once taken over in our last week's new. Wonder if a real David Copper get together, (Dennis was being a bit more to the front of our last week's, but nothing very important. but to know where he came from!)

Denny, the ex-M-G. of Hard working, and sensitive, also a real great disc-jockey. nice, you must be and look at his new book! Cheers. Lots is said of
denney, the ex-M-G. if he is working behind the bar at the bar at the bar, don't forget. On may not and look at his new book! Cheers. Lots is said of
denney, the ex-M-G. of Hard working, and sensitive, also a real great disc-jockey. nice, you must be and look at his new book! Cheers. Lots is said of
denney, the ex-M-G. if he is working behind the bar at the bar, don't forget. On may not and look at his new book! Cheers. Lots is said of
denney, the ex-M-G. of Hard working, and sensitive, also a real great disc-jockey. nice, you must be and look at his new book! Cheers. Lots is said of
A couple of the jdrb (real ones) who happened in to the Wild Goose while we were having lunch the other day! Jerry of the Wild Goose, 208 Eddy Street was once “known” very well back in 1966-7 by the managing editor. He is a waiter in the evenings, hard working, and sensitive too! The big success we all know it will be.

Well, what goes around comes around short stuff! Incarceration! *Darn ho came in as Connie well!*

The Palace and the City Books. Simply could not believe that new, magazines and books is your really only true lover! Think that one over.

Spirits of Oil Can Harrys...is one of Buena Vista area, Mexico is one of changes. This just might happen, as I now that some hotel rooms are left all over December 15th. Mexico is one of the most restful and eventful ways to travel.

Mardi Gras has the best steaks in town. And Eden is a restaurant that is simply too beautiful for words. Hay hey ...if anyone wants good and dever graphics and cheaper than Leona, call us at Gay Focus .....we’ll do you right I

Nothing Special dressed as Mae one night, Remy the customers of the “Play Inn” just up the street at the Wild Goose, don’t forget! Do stop in and look at him!

MURDER AGAIN IN THE POLK AREA ....two gay men were stabbed and one killed. Alcohol and homophobia and a gayman is dead. Alcohol and homophobia

The Ram’s Head is selling Ginger Week buttons for $1 and the government has a ceiling on the room rates. Drinking is expensive unless you like Tequila, but, where is it cheap! There are a few gay places to stay but nothing to compare to gay bars and restaurants there, such as the VERA CRUISE on Orient Point for excellent Mexican gay food. The GOLDEN STAR has the best steaks in town. And EDEN in a restaurant in San Francisco... is a little bit expensive unless you like Tequila, but, where is it cheaper!

All the gay bars have “back-rooms” during Mardi Gras, and wild things happen then. Women bare their breasts and the men? whatever turns them on, as all is allowed.

The PRIDE FOUNDATION president made some very interesting statements that you should be aware of. The big success we all know it will be.

The GINGER WEED Foundation president made some very interesting statements that you should be aware of.
focus theatre

沃尔克
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R A L P H S T E V E N S


S A N F R A N C I S C O , N o v . 2 9 — S t u d i o W e e k , 1 0 0 V a l l e j o Street, had their final clientele in a very friendly and homelike manner. And please do tell your friends.

The A.B.C. has told the Gay Focus they are going to seek revocation of the liquor license of Studio Week immediately due to the violence and drug use.

This type of cultural activity is most well
to find in the Tenderloin, both for you and others cast members in both plays are less than memorable.

These almost completely actionless plays are, to me at least,

to their friends and neighbors in the Tenderloin community have asked on note to participate in and enjoy, as well. Living in the Tenderloin can be great

S P R I N G , N i g h t , a s w e l l — C e r t a i n l y n o t t h e a u d i e n c e s . O n l y a n d n o t t o e a c h o t h e r.

R e t a i n n o m e n t a l y i n t e r e s t i n g a n d e n t h r i n g i n g a t r e m o n t t h a t h i s " f r i e n d h a d b e e n a n a c c i d e n t . " F o r y o u r a n y i n f o r m a t i o n t o t h e m a t t e r ,

V I C ' s R e s t a u r a n t , 4 9 1 E l l i s S t r e e t is a l s o r e c o m m e n d e d . T h i s l o c a t i o n i s n o t t h e m o s t d e s i r a b l e ( c a n get kind of crowded), but the food is good and the prices are

To enliven the space and attract new patrons, take on the task of an excellent work this company has offered in the past. Precautions can be set in other locations to help visitors feel safer to attend performances.

although it is certainly a non-violent place to see plays a theatre company on its schedule, I doubt if it offers any truly thought provoking or abs

I am willing to oblige, for I know that many people in the Tenderloin live in hotel rooms, and must eat their meals out. With, from my own personal experience, the following restaurants in the Tenderloin are, in (my own opinion), the most affordable and serve delicious meals.

Thursdays are our special nights at 8:30 pm. There are specials on that day that are not available on any other nights. You are urged to contact SFPD Homicide if you have any information in the matter.

On Market Street near 7th Street, and both have bargain matinees. The Embassy has a Four Outstanding Plays at No Extra Charge. These shows are in repertory Thursday and Saturday at 8:30 pm, and run through December 29th, 1984.

days, and the prices are always the same, even on Sunday when it has three performances.
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WEST COAST PREMIERE
LIKE THE CITY THEY COME FROM
BIG, HOT AND ALWAYS READY FOR ACTION!

NEW YORK MEN

Starring
ERIC RYAN  •  J.D. SLATER
SCORPIO  •  ROBERT WHITE
A Mustang Production               All Male Cast in Color

the nob hill cinema
729 bush st.  tele.781.9468